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One of India leading media-tech companiesNEWJ through its original content studio will create a series of engaging multilingual content pieces to put out ...
NEWJ celebrates the Flavors of Gujarat with Chef Smit Sagar
It is no exaggeration to state that Vijay Sethupathi is one of the if not the busiest leading actors around. He is juggling close to two dozen film projects in Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Hin ...
Court asks Vijay Sethupathi to reply in case filed by an assistant director
For popular children story, kids songs, children songs, children's poems, baby songs, baby rhymes, kids nursery rhymes, nursery poems in Marathi visit ETimes Marathi kids sections. Check out ...
Marathi Popular Children Story: Watch New Marathi Story 'Aaikadche Jaduche Mith' for Kids
One of India's leading media-tech companies, NEWJ joins hands with celebrated chef Smit Sagar, to promote his newest show, ...
NEWJ celebrates the Flavors of Gujarat with Chef Smit Sagar for MX Special – “Hidden Taste of Gujarat”
Under this research, a sample size of one per cent students from each standard (Class 2 to Class 8) will be assessed through pre and post surveys on learning outcomes of the previous year, before and ...
Maha SCERT to conduct survey among students of Class 2 to 8 to assess learning outcomes and efficacy of bridge course
Disney+ Hotstar, Voot, SonyLIV and ZEE5 have lined up an extensive original content line-up in 2021 to grow their user base and increase time spent by building stickiness ...
It’s showtime: OTT players bet big on original content
Pune, May 25 (PTI) A 24-year-old man allegedly barged into the home of Marathi actress Sonalee Kulkarni and injured her father in a scuffle in Pimpri Chinchwad of Maharashtra's Pune city on Tuesday, ...
Maha: Man barges into Marathi actress' home; injures father
A small-time Marathi actor has been arrested in Thane for allegedly posting objectionable posts on the Facebook page of Maharashtra Urban Development Minister Eknath Shinde, officials said on Tuesday.
Marathi actor nabbed for 'vile posts' against Maharashtra minister
As the story goes, when he was as young as seven ... He was invited to Bombay by the Marathi writer and film impresario Keshav Prahlad Atre (Acharya Atre) to compose music for the film Paayaachi ...
From Bollywood to Beatles and beyond: The amazing journey of Shiv Dayal Batish
Machindra Agiwale, a journalist with a Marathi newspaper, said he would travel on a bike around six kilometres to the nearest town to file his stories. “...mobile service providers are ignoring ...
Boy falls off tree; lightning strike kills him in Maharashtra’s Palghar
After struggling with the pandemic effect, Planet Marathi OTT brings relief to the otherwise grappling industry. --IANS vnc/vnc Like us on Facebook to see similar stories Please give an overall ...
Planet Marathi OTT launches first look of platform's captivating logo
BHOPAL: Minister for Culture and Tourism Usha Thakur has said that literary works in Marathi, Sindhi, Bhojpuri and Urdu languages should be rendered into Hindi. She made the statement at a meeting ...
Bhopal: Literary works in Marathi, Sindhi, Bhojpuri and Urdu languages should be rendered into Hindi
In iPadOS 15, Photos features a richer Info pane to view information about the photo, such as the camera, lens, and shutter speed, the file size ... Apple News stories, Maps locations, and ...
iPadOS 15
Talking to reporters over the clash, Mr. Raut said the Shiv Sena Bhavan is a symbol of Marathi and Maharashtra. “If some one tries to attack the premises, will Marathi ‘manoos’ (person ...
Shiv Sena Bhavan symbol of Maharashtra’s identity; nobody should dare to cast evil eye on it: Sanjay Raut
Billed as a "soulful musical love saga", the film will be directed by National award-winning director Sameer Vidwans, known for the critically-acclaimed 2019 Marathi drama "Anandi Gopal".
Kartik Aaryan to lead Sajid Nadiadwala's production 'Satyanarayan Ki Katha'
For all Marathi music fans, check-out latest Marathi song 'Palgharchi Por' sung by Suraj Bhochal And Bhakti Suraj Mhale. Music of song Palgharchi Por by singer Suraj Bhochal And Bhakti Suraj Mhale ...
Watch Popular Marathi Song Music Video 'Palgharchi Por' Sung By Suraj Bhochal And Bhakti Suraj Mhale
"Nathuram Godse: The True Story of Gandhi's Assassin" by Mumbai ... "It will lay special emphasis on accessing source material and writings in Marathi, which is necessary considering the ...
Pan Macmillan to publish Nathuram Godse's biography in 2022
A parliamentary bulletin issued on June 10 said Tamil, Bengali, Gujarati, Marathi, Telugu and Odiya and as many foreign languages would be taught online. The month-long programme planned by the ...
LS secretariat adds all major Indian languages in course for lawmakers
Ownership of a mobile phone is not a prerequisite for Covid-19 vaccination, government said on Wednesday. As the vaccination numbers witnessed a dip after touching a record high of 8 million on ...
Ownership of a mobile phone is not a prerequisite for Covid vaccination: Govt
With an aim to combat COVID-19 and all other health-related misinformation, social media giant Facebook is expanding its third-party fact-checking programme in India. According to Facebook, the ...
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